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About This Game

Who is your favorite historical figure? Would you like to have dinner with someone from the past? If you could bring someone
back to life in VR, who would that be?

VR Guest is an experience in which you get to have dinner with Albert Einstein, Mozart, and Kleopatra. Enjoy watching them
have a thoughtful dialog, and ask questions at the end!

Virtual Reality has allowed these giants of history to come alive in an unprecedented way! Enjoy their company, and learn from
these extraordinary figures while sitting at a table having a virtual dinner. And enjoy the amazing virtual environment created

for the four of you!

Included is a volume control for characters' voices and background music.

"Although extensive research was done for the production of this app - this is still a work of fiction intended to promote
curiosity and discussion."
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent

Storage: 2 GB available space
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Very good game! I really enjoyed it! Anyone who loves animals, the ecosystem and a good, a bit complex and difficult
economy\/strategy\/simulator\/magement game to play or have kids and wants to play something on the PC with them should
buy this game as soon as possible and buy the whole collection!
PS: You need to own Wildlife Park 2 to play but for the Missions\/Quests & Different Starting Screen to appear you need to
launch the according game icon, for example for Marine World Missions you need to launch Marine World but for Wildlife
Park 2 you need to launch Wildlife Park 2. Whatever the case they will both share the animals so you will still have marine
world animals in the Sandbox mode of Wildlife Park 2 but not in all the missions of Wildlife Park 2.. Wow, this game is
incredibly boring.

There was once a free game called Box Head, and I remember that being a genuinely good game.

That was somewhate 10 years ago.

In 2017 you can pay £4 for a game which rips off the boxhead IP, and yet doesn't rip off any of its good features.

For whatever reason they decided this game needs a limited field of view. The controls aweful and the game play is just
repetitive.

There is no sense of challenge or accomplishment. Just click and shoot and go backwards!. 10\/10 humping pixel simulator. This
game would be passable as yet another one of those match-the-color type puzzle games, but it chooses to add an awkward beat
detection system as a key point of the game's mechanics. Said system behaves incredibly unpredictably, failing to roll over the
beat counter for several seconds and then suddenly shooting it forward 4 times in a single second. Doing well on a song requires
playing the same song multiple times to memorize where the game detects "beats". Stay away.. the fact that the music is made
by a touhou circle makes the game good. crashes on start up with windows 10, WONT EVEN GIVE ME REFUND!!!!!!!!!
unbelievable.

1000's of people online with same issue.. Even better than the first game. Very similar but also much more challenging. Highly
recommended if you love tower defense games.
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thank u dukc simulator ありがとう :)). Want to give this game 3.5 stars before playing the last level (level 21). This game is
definitely not as good as Limbo (which should be 5 stars for sure) though I'll still put a RECOMMENDED.

However, after playing the last level, I would give this game at most 3 stars. I don't see any rationality that you don't put any
checkpoint in the last level. It's kind of boring when I know all the tricks but still need to try a lot of times to pass the level. If
you go to Limbo, there's nowhere that you know the tricks but still need a lot of luck to go through.

I spent 4 hours on the game but more than one hour on the last level. I really felt annoyed after the 10th try.. Got smooshed by a
shrinking cube.
Beat the developer's speedrun time xD

Don't wanna play for 10 hours tho. Short but fun game, worth the sub $1 buy.. In brief Insane is a Logical remake that's not
quite there.

Before I get into why I don't recommend Insane I need to talk about Logical. I first played it on the C64 way back in the day. I
really liked three things about: it's puzzle nature, the frenetic action and the musc. Time passed and I moved on from my C64 to
a PC and played the DOS port of logical. It lost something in translation, the music most notably but also the mouse controls
never really felt as good as the C64's weird joystick scheme.

Insane, unfortunately, lost something even further in translation. It's by far the prettiest Logical I've seen and the music is
servicable (not as memorable as the strange sad upbeat music of the original). But...

The problem lies with the controls and the gameplay speed. The locks turn very, very slowly. The Commodore version had
exactly one frame of animation on the diagonal. Those locks could be spun fast, literally about 10 to 15 quarter revolutions a
second. And it was necessary to keep the balls in play as they also rolled around quite quickly.

In insane the balls roll slowly but relatively faster than the locks spin leading to many unintentional bounces and missed catches.

This is further exacebated by the mouse controls. Both the DOS and Amiga versions used a two button scheme. One button to
throw the ball and the other to twist the lock. Insane uses one button to do both, miss clicking is a constant and annoying
problem as there are no cues as to whether the mouse is over the lock or a ball.

Add a little pause to the end of the rotation cycle during which the lock can't be clicked and you have only a slow puzzle game
that rarely executes the expected actions. I hate to write this because I loved Logical and have played many remakes of it over
the years; and collected quite a lot of remixes of it's music.

Insane lacks the speed, the varied backgrounds, the tight controls and even the number of levels of the original. I didn't enjoy it
and it's not a game I can recommend. Sadness.. Good hidden object game.
Beware! The free "Lost Lands" games work completely differently!

The Four Horsemen doesn't really have have those big hidden object scenes, the ones it has work more like an adventure, but
basically, it's a collection of casual puzzles strung together by inventory puzzles: you find some item and have to remember that
the puzzle you need it for is halfway across the map, unless you don't play on hard, in which case the map shows you where to
go. It's done fairly well, and it does have 2 bonus objects hidden in every big scene. Just don't expect much of a story or
explanations why there are so many puzzles and why the parts are all over the place (i.e. don't expect a point&click adventure).

Gameplay-wise, if you are going for all of the achievements in one go (which means hard mode), it's a lot of pixel hunting and
searching and some casual puzzling. Wrap the fish in a leaf from the bush nearby. Or you can be lame and follow the
walkthrough called "strategy guide". Be prepared to work for the "artist" achievement (you can do that on the extras section).

This game has everything I expect from a game of this genre (apart from big hidden object scenes). Recommended.

This game runs fine on my old Windows XP computer.. I downloaded this game ages ago but never got around to playing it, but I
sure am glad I did! It was amazing, and it keeps you guessing (well, for me it did). It's also a great game in the sense that I
understood the story after getting all the endings. Despite how simple the game mechanics is, everything progresses smoothly
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without any issue, Although it's a bummer there isn't any achievements, but the story is good enough to make up for it.
Recommended! (It doesn't cost you anything to begin with ;) ). Well polished. Casual game for workout!
Graphics and ui design is very cool.
Gameplay itself is fun!!
Worth for the price!
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